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When and if the Democratic party (Jews in this case primarily have made this a top "Democrat party" agenda) take the guns of the American Citizens away, there will be a total bloodbath. Nobody will give their guns on their own. So they are left with what choice? Oh well, forcible confiscation or similar bullying and violent methods.

What are they also going to do additionally? Incarcerate 50 or 40% of the total United States pro-gun population? What are they going to do, send SWAT forces to break into the homes of millions of Americans to confiscate guns and property? None of this is feasible yet, or even if they came in power.

For now, they focus on the propaganda of criminalizing the idea around the subject of gun ownership, such as, you stand for guns, you are inherently a Terrorist , bad person , racist , espousing for murder, etc. This is the beginning of the bigger plan. "Being a member of the NRA means you are bad" etc.

Since for now these methods of straight invasion are out of the question, they still try to brainwash and pamper to the masses that all of that is for "Good reason". Rest reassured, when their hand reaches the ability to do full fledged invasions and confiscations, they will do it. And if they would succeed that would invite serious social problems.

What worse will happen out of this, illegal gun trading is going to flourish. Prices are going to triple and double and many will love to be in this black market of guns after a so called "Confiscation".

Gangs etc, will always be fully locked and loaded, and the citizens will be totally helpless. Now, looters are kind of afraid of getting their brains out the skull, if they go inside houses, and even this doesn't stop them, so one can imagine what will happen if people are defenseless. It will be a cakewalk to them.

Gun ownership is what anyone with US Citizenship and passport must never allow themselves to give in. It is legal for people, and when the provisions are followed, the law is the law. In Europe, even a slingshot can be illegal, so one has to follow the respectable laws.

On the case of morality and rights, Guns and Free Speech are the only things that can keep a balance in a rapidly deteriorating empire whom jews torture. It's
freedom of speech and freedom to own firearms that will be what will protect the weak in case of government incompetence, such as what they create now with mass looting spree and destruction of law.

Yes, being armed is good protection for the weak. As in regards to the Jews, the jews in the United States, who stand behind all this bullshit wordplay and legislation, have some of the most secure, walled, and borderline military equipped places of worship, to name one example. Muslims are much of the same, and Muslims in Europe are frequently caught staging terrorist organizations and other things.

Whom will pay the price for these arming up and go Allahu Snackbar mode? The regular everyday people that go down the street, and especially those who do not understand this topic. Also, Muslims killing, gutting, shooting, etc, people daily, is no longer considered anything but everyday life in Europe. As such, jews do not report this as negative, but as "Just life and part and parcel of living in a big city". London has went so bad, there is conversation to remove pointy knives, as Muslims tend to love stabbing people in broad daylight.

Bringing in stupid people and savages is a foolproof way to use an excuse to bind everyone in a communist style, full fledged enslavement government. First, they allow the crime rate to become exponential, by allowing criminals and many others to parade around freely. When this reaches the zenith and people are begging for help and intervention, the State then pretends they are "Cleaning the corruption" and they move forward with full disarming of all people and citizens, rendering them neutralized from any potentially meaningful rebellions.

Make no mistake that is a very deliberately planned thing. Cops everyday lose their lives to a lot of random criminals that go in jail, and if they have a specific skin color, they are left outside instantly by the legal system. Oh, he was just selling dope to kids, what's wrong with that? Can't you see they are oppressed? Let him out! Next week here goes this person again on the same block doing all the same shit they did last week and raising the death toll, more people dead. Make no mistake, also these blokes aren't going to hand any guns away.

Cops are also instructed to literally kiss ass to many criminals. Like guys, try to get into this crack lab, but make sure to not harm the feelings of nobody! If they point at you with military grade weapons, open your hearts and try to hug them, show them the power of love, because they will then claim it was racism and shiet and that's what we cannot afford as a society. What we can afford is certain cities being like out of the movie The Walking Dead, though.
But in anyway, it's a good thing that the enemy is exposing themselves with all this, as this should keep people always vigilant and remembering that they are there to fuck everyone up and turn civilizations we labor to create for thousands of years, into mere wastelands.

While the situation raises and raises, people start begging for the Federal Government to save them and protect them. The crime infested cities are a jewish psychodrama that is their beloved to project. Except when one really lives in such, it's not an action film it's about getting gutted on a sidewalk over a bag of potatoes. It doesn't matter what colorful filter Hollywood puts in there.

On the other hand, the moment a seemingly normal person does a crime and some people are killed, this is over-represented in all the media so that people are afraid of guns.

Nothing proves more that the Jews own the media other than the fact all these seemingly "DIFFERENT PLACES OF SOCIETY" such as Academia, Law, Media, Politics, and even Religion, all "COINCIDENTALLY" co-operate in such effortless fashion to create very common ends:

1. Promote criminality.
2. Create laws that bolster and increase criminality.
3. Allow criminality to operate without obstacles.
4. Disarm people of any power of self-defense at the same time, while promising them fake security that doesn't really improve anything.
5. Open borders uncontrollably and increase the poverty situation in order to create more of the above and get even more people to fight over even more limited resources.
6. Repeat and repeat until everyone is enslaved.

Contrary to popular belief, it's actually in a good State with laws that are just, freedom accepting, and applied, where people have freedoms and they are adequately defended that freedom can take place. Freedom is antithetic to the "Chaos and every man of himself" jungle mode. This mode of life is not about freedom it's about losing one's life and existence over a bag of Pringles, becoming a slave, or dying because some meth fiend wanted your bag of M&M's.

Even in case the United States was to take some huge hit, or whatever, especially since the Communists appear to be building a framework for some sort of monkey revolution in the next decades [or even a Government focused take over from the left in which massive military force may be used for disarmament or whatever else related to Communism], gun ownership here
becomes crucial as people may have to fight back an impending Communist government.

Democrats are so obsessed over guns, not because of murders or dead people. If they cared about dead people and plummeting condition of life that leads to rape, disease, loss of property, and all the Clown incidents, they would care far more about things such as having a totally open border where people who are poor or vulnerable, and ready to do anything, flood in the United States without any papers and identification.

Don't the Democrats also know how many of these people will end up in prostitution, financial exploitation, or in other situations that will cost them, let alone that they will be discriminated against and hated? They know. Some of these can be accommodated, and some can be helped, and others will fight their way in, but even more will end up in disaster or in some form of bond of modern slavery.

But this insane psychodrama that they are creating seriously should make one wonder if they really want this all to happen, deep inside. As far as regular citizens are concerned, small numbers that die from guns, as normal people [non criminals] never really do that to go around to harm. It's only the usual robbers and suspects that do that stuff, and atrocities happen worldwide, and in particular, these make sure to go after unarmed and weak targets.

Democrats are also the same people who say that all privacy should be banned, because well, some evil people do evil stuff behind closed doors. As such in their mind the solution is for houses to no longer have doors, and not to actively deal with the evil people. Taking the rights away from good people because of the misuse by evil people, is just the same tactic on replay by all governments who want to fuck people up.

Democrats and Jews over in that wing just reveal with the gun taking case that they have a big plan of mass enslavement, in which any form of defense from the citizens strikes fear and contempt into their hearts.

The Founding Fathers wanted the United States people who are citizens to own and bear arms, specifically because when one has an empire that can become a mega government, if specific parasites like the well known ones take over, people may have to restore order on their own by force, or at least have the ability to resist impending doom.
European gun ownership completely lacking is also why you have such confidence by Soros, Jews and the European Jewnion in their thoughts that Europe will become Islamic within the next two decades.

Would Communism have advanced if all people in Russia were locked and loaded with firepower and whole villages had enough to where every attempt to rally people into gulags resulted in many dead soldiers and military thinning? It would be very difficult for a hostile government to take over.

They are certain there will be peace, and that the goyim will not react to it's replacement, as since there are no tools and no massive numbers of rebellion, order won't be restored, and the game will be played only in peace, (((democracy))) with massive invasion, and alarming foreign birthrates which will eventually repopulate Europe.

Such confidence and bold planning comes because people have no guns, no historical knowledge, and no identity to respect their species and their Nation. Freedom of Speech is also constrained in an ever-growing number, in ways that disallow people expression. If and when these things exist it becomes harder for the enemy to penetrate into and have a clear shot in killing a people. When these things, qualities give in, the enemy reigns easily.

None of this is in the long-term interest of people or citizens where freedom yourself protection is concerned, but rather, for the benefit of an enslavement agenda.
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